
International Audio Holding, the globally renowned company behind the high end audio brands Crystal Cable and Siltech, 
has its roots firmly in the landscape of Dutch engineering technology. The history of the two brands starts well over three de-
cades ago in the little Dutch town of Elst, near WWII-famous Arnhem, with the establishment of Siltech (Silver-Technology). 
When Edwin Rynveld, electronic engineer by profession and music lover by heart, took over the company in the mid-nine-
ties Siltech became the innovative brand as we now know it. Gabi Rynveld, Edwin’s wife, joined the company and soon their 
shared love for music would lead to many groundbreaking designs. One of them would become a brand of its own; Crystal 
Cable.

Crystal Cable started making high end quality cables in 2004. During the last 15 years we have been able to not only expand, 
improve and innovate our cable ranges for home-and portable use but also produce loudspeakers, subwoofers and ampli-
fication all with one goal: to create products that let you enjoy music in your own living room as if you were attending a live 
concert. All our products are still developed and produced in Elst by a highly specialized team. We keep everything close to 
home so only the best will get to you, wherever you are.

Edisonweg 8 6662 NW  Elst  The Netherlands  +31 (0)481 374 783  info@crystalcable.com www.crystalcable.com



SILVER-GOLD  TECHNOLOGY
All Crystal Cable models with silver-gold technology feature a patented, proprietary metallurgical process that injects pure 
gold in between silver crystals. 
This advanced metallurgy prevents the crystals from oxidizing and ensures that the electrical behavior of the sound signal 
remains constant over a very long period of time. Gold fills up the bad gaps accruing during  the  solidification  of  silver 
crystals ,  making  sure  the signal can fluently pass through. This process eliminates the sharpness which is characteristic 
to the sound of many silver cables, it also reduces micro-distortion.
The silver-gold center core is helically wound with two thin layers of low-loss, ultra-rigid Dupont Kapton insulation, reducing 
dielectric loss and mechanical intermodulation. A silver screen is covered in a minimalist Teflon jacket to create the sim-
plest and most perfect cable construction possible. 

The Diamond series cables are all build using this silver-gold technology with improvements through the years.



CRYSTAL CABLE DIAMOND SERIES
You’ve heard the old saying “less is more”? 
The DIAMOND SERIES is the ultimate audio expression of that philosophy. By using unique, high-tech materials in radically 
different combinations we can eliminate unnecessary elements and the undesirable side effects they entail. All cables within 
the DIAMOND SERIES feature a patented metallurgical process that injects pure gold in between silver crystals. This advanced 
metallurgy - which is a unique breakthrough in the high-end audio market  was developed by and exclusively for Crystal Cable 
and Siltech. . This technology prevents the crystals from oxidizing and ensures that the electrical behavior of the sound signal 
remains constant over a very long period of time while simultaneously reducing micro-distortion.

The silver-gold central core is helically wound with two, thin layers of low-loss, ultra-rigid Kapton by Dupont® insulation, re-
ducing dielectric loss and mechanical intermodulation. A silver screen is covered in a minimalist Teflon® jacket to create the 
simplest and most perfect construction possible. 
The result is almost impossibly thin and flexible cables that are virtually all conductor, with the least possible insulation and 
lowest possible sonic fingerprint.

The DIAMOND SERIES cables take consistency to a whole new level, employing conductors with the same metallurgic charac-
teristics throughout the whole series. Every upgrade of model consistently leads to more detail, higher resolution, more po-
wer, and more musicality by using more or bigger diameter conductors. This ultimately improves rhythmic flow and phase 
coherence, finally allowing your system to show its full potential. Its size and quality mean that every Diamond cable fits in 
every kind of room and lets you enjoy any kind of high resolution music to the fullest.

PICCOLO DIAMOND
The PICCOLO DIAMOND is our most affordable high-end cable and embodies every important 
aspect of the DIAMOND philosophy. The number of awards it has garnered over the years 
proves that its minimalist construction and elegant appearance deliver a remarkable audio 
performance. The silver-gold alloy used in the central core makes a superb conductor using 
the thinnest conductordimensions compatible with full-bandwidth and dynamic range. They 
are flexible and easy to work with, serial numbered and certificated to guarantee authenticity. 
All this ensures the performance you’ve invested in let’s your audio system always sound at its 
best.



MICRO DIAMOND
The MICRO DIAMOND might not look much thicker than the PICCOLO but appearances can be 
deceptive. The same minimalist construction combines a superb RFI and EMI shielding with 
the least possible insulation material. This conceals a central core that reduces resistance and 
micro-distortion. Furthermore, the increased audio-resolution, spatial definition, instrumental 
harmonics and air all add to the completeness of the musical experience. Like all Crystal Cable’s 
high end cables, your investment is guaranteed by individual serial numbers and certification.

REFERENCE DIAMOND
Our heaviest single core cable – REFERENCE DIAMOND – is based on a solid silver-gold alloy 
conductor. The result is extremely low levels of micro-distortion, resistance and mechanical 
energy loss. The cable produces superior presentation of time and phase information, spatial 
resolution and musical detail. Yet, the REFERENCE DIAMOND cables are still incredibly flexible, 
easy to handle and consistent in performance. It entails none of the rounded, softened, exag-
gerated or slurred sounds that is typical for bigger and bulkier high end cables with stranded 
conductors, extra fillers and insulation. That and serial number production ensures that your 
audio system always sounds its best.

ULTRA DIAMOND
The ULTRA DIAMOND is our first twisted pair cable. It combines two reference conductors, each 
with their own shielding and insulation typical for our DIAMOND cables. Unlike most twisted 
hifi cables, we do not use an external sleeve. Because of this, we eliminate extra unnecessary 
materials and create the ULTRA’s distinctive rope-like appearance. The second silver-gold solid 
core provides a significant reduction in ground impedance, which helps to lower the system 
noise floor, and also anchors the time domain for a better rhythmic integrity, phrasing and 
musical flow. While doing this, the ULTRA maintains the DIAMOND mantra of minimalist con-
struction and minimum losses to mechanical interference or dielectric effects. 
The frosted acrylic blocks with individual serial numbers and certification, ensure that your 

ULTRA DIAMOND cable is manufactured and terminated to our standards in Crystal Cable’s Dutch factory so that your audio 
system always sounds its best.



MONOCRYSTAL
Crystal Cable’s aim to search for perfection resulted in investigating the possibility to adjust the revolutionary monocrystal 
technology developed for the highest level Siltech products. Basically, the conductor material is incredibly rare and precious. 
Instead of filling the voids, this metallurgy eliminates them. As each Crystal Cable conductor is created as a coaxial design, the 
monocrystal technology had to go through a new development to match the mechanical and sonic requirements. 
Crystal Cable has perfected the art of creating monocrystal silver conductors in which each solid-core wire is a single, con-
tinuous crystal structure, completely eliminating crystal boundaries and voids and the micro-distortions that go with them. 
We have developed a unique coaxial construction, wrapping the conductor in two, thin layers of incredibly hard, low-mass 
Kapton insulation with an outer layer of advanced, low-loss PEEK. The result is minimum insulation material and superb me-
chanical behaviour. Over that we lay not one but two shields to protect the delicate signal from external interference., one in 
silver-plated mono-crystal copper, the second in gold-plated mono-crystal silver.



DREAMLINE PLUS
To Crystal Cable it was clear that pure monocrystal silver conductors were the way to go; the 
off-the-chart technical measurements and staggering sound performance were undeniable. 
Each conductor is formed from a single large monocrystal, eliminating gaps or voids between 
atoms, meaning a significant further reduction in micro-distortion, rhythmic discontinuities 
and grain. Combined with superior construction, dielectric materials and shielding, the results 
speak for themselves. Never has recorded music sounded so effortlessly natural and fluid, so 
expressive, delicate and dramatic. DREAMLINE PLUS’s cables use two pure monocrystal con-
ductors, twisted into one cable. It radically reduces micro-distortion, rhythmic discontinuities 

and grain and massively improves the musical performance only to let you enjoy your music in an effortlessly natural and 
fluid way.

ABSOLUTE DREAM
Where it is the musical performance that matters and cost is no object, you need the best 
possible conductors built into cables that accept no compromise. We believe we achieved 
this with ABSOLUTE DREAM. Each ABSOLUTE DREAM cable employs four of our unique mo-
no-crystal silver conductors (with dedicated designs for digital and power applications) for the 
best possible signal transmission and lowest possible resistance. Crystal Cable commissioned 
connector specialist Furutech to create custom connectors that embodied the minimalist, 
low-loss ethos, longevity and mechanical integrity of the mono-crystal silver conductors. The 
ABSOLUTE DREAM connectors use rhodium-plated mono-crystal copper connections, low-

loss Teflon® insulation, low-mass carbon bodies and non-magnetic stainless steel or eutectic copper housings. The result is 
a range of elegantly minimalist plugs that eliminate the last (and often overlooked) weak link in the signal transfer chain 

THE ULTIMATE DREAM
For THE ULTIMATE DREAM our engineers made a special configuration that eliminates mag-
netic distortion so that the cable would flawlessly work its magic in every audio system. It 
meant improving Crystal Cable’s already unique all-monocrystal technology which resulted in 
the DREAMLINE PLUS and ABSOLUTE DREAM series. Through extensive research in magnetic 
field behaviour, modelling with sophisticated Multiphysics software (Comsol®) and using the 
best ultra-pure rare earth conductors, our engineers reached a revolutionary level of perfor-
mance and sound. Crystal Cable’s engineers perfected the art of creating monocrystal silver 
conductors in which each solid-core wire is a single fluent crystal structure. This completely 

eliminates crystal boundaries and gaps, thus removing the micro-distortions that go with them.



HYBRID TECHNOLOGY / FUTURE DREAM
Crystal Cable’s engineers created a new, hybrid technology, combining the best of two proprietary materials: monocrystal 
silver and silver–gold alloy. 

This new, revolutionary hybrid material mix ensures a warm, homogenic soundstage yet 
maintaining the well-known Crystal Cable characteristics: transparency, plenty of detail, ba-
lanced base and exceptional neutrality. The interconnects, speaker cables and power chords 
all use a 4 coaxial conductor construction, insulated by the best Dupont Kapton® and Teflon® 
foil available. For these limited products, we have chosen a brand new version of NCF power 
connectors, made by Furutech® which have just entered the market. Completing the series 
with RCA, XLR, Spade and Banana connectors from the same series, the FUTURE DREAM 

cables bring new hybrid technology, exceptional aesthetics and beautiful homogenic and musical sound to the listeners.

SPECIAL SERIES
The Crystal Cable SPECIAL SERIES allow Crystal Cable to bring music to every system and in-
stallation situation as they are all available terminated or on bulk spools of 50 meters for easy 
termination in the field. With their high-purity silver-gold alloy or silver-plated OFC copper 
conductors, these cables are very reasonably priced.

The range offers the entire suite of Interconnects (RCA, XLR), Speaker (Spade, Banana), Power 
(EU/US/UK), and Video/Digital (BNC, RCA) cables.



CRYSTAL CABLE PORTABLE DUET SERIES
Innovation, development and striving for perfection lie at the core of every challenge Crystal Cable takes on. Not only do we 
see challenges in the hifi products we create, but also in the market we create them for. This market is ever changing and 
with the insurgence of the portable high-end audio market, new opportunities arise for traditional high-end- and home-audio 
producers. With Crystal Cable Portable DUET we take on the challenge of high-end in portable products.

DUET is the first portable cable in the Crystal Cable product range and combines the portable high-end and home high-end 
world. Super high purity gold and silver conductors are employed for deep bass and extremely detailed sound. They are 
also a perfect combination between high-tech technology with eco-friendly materials and extreme durability with ultra-high 
flexibility.

The superb conductivity, shielding and high-tech insulation materials used by Crystal Cable are perfect for the low-signal level 
and low-power applications which are typical in portable hifi audio systems; flexible and thin but also very strong and extre-
mely musical. Its high-end Oyaide connectors can be combined with all kind of headphone and IEM termination making sure 
Crystal Cable’s trademark qualities are aligned with the same philosophy; to bring live music to the listener, be it through an 
audio system at home or one that you take with you.



DUET SERIES
DUET from Crystal Cable Portable is using the visual balance of black and white, leading to 
powerful messaging. Black’s most common association is power, authority and strength, whi-
le white is righteous, good and peaceful. In music, both these worlds are present – DUET is 
translating music as pure and natural as life.

DOUBLE DUET SERIES
Employing the same characteristics as Duet, Double Duet is multiplying the amount of con-
ductors, resulting in more power, more definition and more detail in sound.
Double Duet doubles the musical enjoyment, ensuring even more live-music experience with 
your portable equipment.

DREAM DUET SERIES
With DREAM DUET Crystal Cable introduces our monocrystal silver technology to the portable 
audio market, taking our portable line to a whole new level!
Using our latest conductors less really is more: less micro-distortion, less intrusive electrical 
effects, less mechanical interference - more music.
This high-end portable cable uses 18 hair-thin strands of unique, ultra-high purity monocrys-
tal silver per conductor and its color combination is red & black: passion & power.



LOUDSPEAKERS
Crystal Cable’s first venture into designing and developing loudspeakers used the same philosophy as its cables’ design; the highest 
possible technical standards combined with beautiful design.

Crystal Cable’s engineers were already familiar with Comsol®, a  very high-end engineering software used by NASA, Boeing and many 
other leading companies worldwide. Comsol’s rocket science acoustic modules taught us how to find a shape, volume and materials for 
optimal acoustic behavior, for cable research & development as well as for loudspeaker design. When they 
discovered that a specific shape proved to be acoustically optimal for loudspeaker cabinets, designing a 
Crystal Cable loudspeaker became a new challenge. 
The shape appeared to bring tremendous advantages to a loudspeaker housing. The most important is the 
way it guides the sound from the rear of the loudspeaker cones towards the port in the narrow piece of 
the cabinet, without scattering inside the cabinet. Therefore no acoustical damping is needed, greatly im-
proving the impulse response of the speaker. The friction port formed by the narrow end of the arabesque 
shape further reduces low frequency distortion dramatically. Another advantage, when built from the right 
material, is the absence of panel resonances. Furthermore, the asymmetrical, rounded shape provides a 
perfect dispersion for stereo, resulting is an impressive stereo image and the perceived absence of the 
physical loudspeakers.

Glass Master
Glass has rarely been used to make loudspeakers because it has a naturally high resonant frequency 
and people thought that it would ring along with the music. Crystal Cable have addressed this by using 
the arabesque shape and establishing the perfect thickness of glass with the aid of Comsol® software. 
The arabesque shaped cabinet is made of 19 mm (3/4inch) natural glass plates, facet cut and invisibly 
glued to create a svelte, artistic design that is completely transparent, revealing all the components in-
side. The Arabesque Glass Master became an iconic piece of art, pleasing ears and eyes – many music 
lovers enjoy listening worldwide through these beautifully designed loudspeakers.

Minissimo
The unique, one-piece thin-wall cabinet of the MINISSIMO is the best enclosure possible to make, 
which brings the innovative ARABESQUE concept a full circle. Starting with drive units, we soon found 
that the SEAS parts we used so successfully in the ARABESQUE MINI could be employed again. But the 
superior mechanical performance of the MINISSIMO cabinet with its even lower coloration levels and 
reduced smearing of time and phase information allowed us to develop the ground-breaking Natural 
Science crossover topology*, delivering unprecedented resolution and phase linearity, coupled to a 
non-reactive impedance characteristic, maximizing speaker AND amplifier performance. All internal 
wiring employs Crystal Cable’s latest mono-crystal silver conductors. While the stand design and mate-
rials were also further refined to match perfectly with the new cabinet. The result is a true speaker sys-
tem with the least distortion of any enclosure of its size. The MINISSIMO plays music with breath-ta-

king levels of harmonic and dynamic resolution. Furthermore, it embodies a tonal colour, rhythmic articulation and natural dynamics.



CRYSTAL CABLE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
When it comes to recent integrated amplifiers a lot of attention has gone into integration, not so much into the amplification. Crystal 
Cable developed its own, typically minimalist and operationally distinctive take on the integrated amplifier; CRYSTAL CABLE INTEGRA-
TED (CCI). Instead of concentrating on how much it can do, we looked at how it can be used. By combining cutting-edge amplification 
and technology with Crystal Cable’s genuinely high-end sensibilities and unique approach to style, we have created a product that 
delivers the best of both worlds, a massive step up in musical capability from an amplifier that can be all but invisible.

CCi
The compact, cuboid chassis of the CCI (Crystal Cable Integrated) amplifier delivers both space and 
thermal efficiency. It allows us to use an optically decoupled, standing bias, Class AB output topology 
derived directly from the state-of-the-art Siltech SAGA’s revolutionary Light Drive output stage. De-
spite its substantial 180 Watt/channel rating at 8 OHM, its clever cooling design and extensive pro-
tection means that the Cube chassis can be placed almost anywhere – in a cupboard, on a bookshelf, 
even with books on either side…

The fully balanced line-stage offers six inputs, each with individual gain settings, while software con-
trolled relays totally isolate unused source components for optimum sound quality. Each stage of the amplifier, as well as the control 
circuitry, has its own independent, dedicated power supply. These are sophisticated Power Factor Corrected switch-mode designs, 
totally enclosed and heavily shielded.

The result is a single chassis amplifier whose advanced circuitry and technology allows it to rival the musical performance of many 
high-end separates at many times its price – in a compact, place anywhere package of unprecedented practicality.

For more information visit: 
www.crystalcable.com

   Login to our download section with:  
Username: CrystalCable
Password:  CCHIENDD


